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About the Book
❖ 25 rules of considerate conduct

❖ Develops care and concern for 

others

❖ These rules develop great leaders

❖ Following these rules will 

encourage others to follow you



Rules of Considerate Conduct

❖ Pay Attention

➢ Be alert to the world

❖ Acknowledge Others

➢ Do not act like other people are invisible

❖ Think the Best

➢ Project to others the best traits in yourself



  Listen                    Be Inclusive             Speak Kindly



3 More Rules to 
Considerate Conduct 
● Don’t Speak ill 
● Accept and give Praise 
● Respect even a subtle “No”

 



Respect Others 
Opinions

● Differences in opinion 
aren’t bad, but there is a 
certain way, time, and 
place to handle them

Mind Your Body

● Take the golden rule one 
step further

Be Agreeable

● Choose your battles



Keep It Down (and 
Rediscover Silence)

❖ Respect what those around you 
are doing

❖ Mind your personal matters in 
public places

❖ Listen to others

Respect Other 
People’s Time

❖ Prioritize appointment
❖ Not just your time
❖ Use Discipline

Respect Other 
People’s Space

❖ Stand a few inches away 
from people

❖ Good touch not bad touch
❖ This gives strength and 

authority to your words



Riley
❖ Apologize Earnestly

➢ A simple “sorry” isn’t gonna cut it

❖ Assert Yourself

➢ Saying “no” isn’t always a bad thing

❖ Avoid Personal Questions

➢ You don’t ALWAYS have to give an answer



Jacob Sova! 

Think twice before asking for favors!Care for your guests!
Be a considerate guest!



Refrain from Idle 
Complaints

❖ Your attitude is 
contagious Accept and Give 

Constructive Criticism

Don’t Shift 
Responsibility and 

Blame

❖ Focus on positives 
rather than 
negative

❖ Learn to be 
accountable 
for your 
actions



Conclusion
Overall: In order to become a good leader you must choose civility in your 
everyday life. Take all 25 rules and consider how big of a difference you could 
make by incorporating them into your life 


